Name: Lee Yui Sze, Siena

Class: 3A

At a buffet
I have a buffet lunch at a hotel on Sunday. I go with my mum, my
dad and my little sister.

There are a lot of apples, some chicken wings and some cupcakes.
There is some beef, a lot of corn soup and some chocolate ice-cream. I like
apples. They taste good and juicy. They are delicious. I like chicken wings.
They taste spicy and they are crispy. They are yummy. I like cupcakes.
They are soft and taste sweet. They are tasty. I like beef. It tastes good and
salty. It is delicious. I like corn soup. It tastes sweet and it is creamy. It is
yummy. I like chocolate ice-cream. It tastes sweet and it is icy. It is
delicious.

I like having lunch buffet. It is because I can choose the food by
myself and there is plenty of food to choose from.

Teacher’s comment: Siena, you are able to write concrete and related ideas
based on the topic. Appropriate adjectives like, ‘crispy’, ‘tasteful’,
‘delicious’ and ‘yummy’ are wisely used between sentences. Good work.

Name: Lai Yuen Ching, Mary

Class: 3A

My favourite activity
Dear Donna,
How are you? I study in Li Sing Primary School. I am in Class 3A.

I like sports. My favourite activity is playing badminton. I play
badminton every weekend at the park. I am excited. I have badminton
lessons every weekend at the community centre. I go with my friends.
Sometimes my mother takes us to the park afterwards. We play on the
slide and the swings. We always have a wonderful and happy time there.

I enjoy playing badminton very much because I can play with my
best friend.

Yours,
Mary

Teacher’s comment: The format of writing a letter is right. The flow of the
text is smooth and the ideas are clearly and logically expressed. Keep it up,
Mary! I enjoy reading your writing. Good!

Name: Wong Chiko

Class: 3A

Shopping is fun
I go to Mega Box in Kowloon Bay with my grandpa, grandma and
my family at eleven o’clock on Sunday.

First, we go to the book shop because I want to buy a lot of books.
It is on the ninth floor. Next, we are hungry, so we have to eat something.
We go to the fourth floor and we find a restaurant. We eat noodles and rice
there. I see the children are jumping up and down next to us. They talk
loudly too. One hour later, we are all full. We pay the bill. Then, we leave
the restaurant and go to the supermarket. It is on the seventh floor. We buy
tissues and biscuits there. Finally, we leave Mega Box. My dad parks the
car in the parking. It is on the sixteenth floor. We go home by car at last.

Today, I am exhausted from walking for several hours.

Teacher’s comment: Your choice of words is simple but clear, Chiko. The
descriptions about Mega Box are detailed. I like your work.

